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WORK CONTENT
2.1

Objectives and goals

I

The overall objectives of the project are to provide knowledge about earthquakes and related
pl'Ocesses which can be a basis for reducing seismie risk. The projeet aims at providing information
abouL potential earthquake hazards tha1 can be of value for society, ellgineers, city planners and

civil protectioll.
Through a multidisciplinary cooperalion of the partners of the projed answers will be sought
for the questiolls in fol1owing sections.

2.1.1

Where will a destructive earthquake occur?

A basis for answering this is a detailed mapping and modelling of faults and [ault populations
resulting from large historicai earthquakes with gcological methods, as \Vell as a detailed and

aeeurate mapping of aetive subsurfaee faults by seismologieal methods, whieh also provide the
direction and size of individual fault slips. On basis of this the IDeal rock stress tensor is monitafeel as \Vell as interaction between closely spaced faults. Stress and strain changes are monitored

by seismoiogieal methods like SWS, seismieity, multi-event stress inversion of fault plane solutions, as well as by strainmeters t GPS monitoring and SAR monitoring. Borehole measurements
ancl seismie measurements provide rheological parameters necessaryas a basis for modell ing the
dynamics of the seismie areas.

All this basie work has started and significant results are already avai!able within PRENLAB
for some areas. These results will be used in this project to estimate in a detailed way where
aseismic or stable strain release prevails, and where stress is built up, which can release large
earthquakes, and alsa to estimate where observecl aseismic motion can leacl to build-up of large
stresses in adjacent areas.

2.1.2

What ground motions are to be expected?

How will grouncl motions causcd by large earthquakcs afred different sites} especially in the

near-field of speeifie earthquakes?
The first question is what is the liket y rupture proeess at specific earthquake siles. A signif-

ieant basis for shedding light on this is an available detailed information on destruetion, and on
surfaee fau!ts in some of the historieal earthquakes. This is the most signifieant basis for the existing hazard assessment in Icelancl. vVhen combined with the knowledge acquired in the present
prediction project about active faults and dynamics of fault processes l tbis historiea1 information
can be used to increase our understanding for earthquake processes at individual faults.
The second question is what is the site specific effect on the ground motion. Surface sediments
are rare and thin in Ieelancl. Most buildings are based on beclrock or on lavas. A very significant

site speeifie eifeet in Ieeland is the proximity of buildings to fauits, not on!y the faults whieh
are a part of the earthquake faulting proeess, but also faults and fissures not direetly involved.
Another significant site specific effect is the structural inhomogeneity in the crust. A 3-D velocity

strueture tomography is under way in the ongoing PREN LAB projeet. Speeia! geo!ogieal mapping
of crustal material and offissures exposed on the surface, which are available for same communities
within the seismic zones l add to the knowledge of site speeific effects as well as seismie mapping
of interior faulis and surface amplifieation observecl in minor earthquakes.

On the basis of likely rupture proeess and site speeifie effeets, attempt will be made to ereate
a dynamiea!ly rea!istie mode! to explain the damage and fissures observed in 2-3 of the best
3
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documented magnitude 7 earthquakes, with the purpose of using this model to prediet !ike!y
effect of future earthquakes, in the terms of acceleration, velocity and displacement.

2.1.3

When will a large earthquake occur?

For lang-term predictiol1, this question is relatecl to, where inside, for example the South Icelancl

seismie zone (SISZ), will the next large earthquake occur. Also within the ongoing PRENLAB
project work has slarled to madel the earthquake related space-time behaviour of the stress rielet
in the [aull system of southern !eeland. This \Vork is basecl on results from all Gther subpal'ts
of tllc projecl, and will gradually give a better constraint on the lang-term preciiction as well as
on Itime relationships between c1ustered activity of large earthquakes, which often has occurred

in the SISZ. Such work will continue through the present project and will be extended to other
seismie zones along the plate boundary.

Precursory activity on the time scale of hours to days lViII be studied and the physics behincl
them. Foreshocks, frequently observed in historical earthquakes as well as in smaller instrumentally obsen'ed earthquakes, precursory changes in volumetric strain as well as in radon in borehole
water \Vill be includcd in the interdiscipiinary modelling of the earthquake processes, with the
~im of testing what significance they have for warnings.
Strain waves (strain transients) and migration of earthquake activity on a time scale of days to
weeks will be studied. Such changes as inciicated by volumetric strainmeters, by microseismicity
and by time dependent shear-wave splitting signals '..·il! be analyzed. Combined use of active
cieformation and fault monitoring, toget her with observecl rheological proper ties of the crust and
fluid-rock interaction, will be an input to model the time and attenuation of stress and strain
changes in the Ieeland crust and rift zones. The aim is to investigate the feasibility to use
observation of sHeh ehanges to wam for increased probability of the triggering of earthquakes.

2.1.4

Stress map of Iceland

In the ongoing PRENLAB project information is being acquired from various sources about the
diredion of crustal stresses, and in same cases about the size. Crustal stresses are inferred from
microearthquake source studies, from S\,yS in the ray paths, from borehole measurements, and

from geo!ogica! mapping of faults and dykes. A stress map based on these studies is a significant
objedive of the present proposal and will be a basis for further teclonic modelling, and a basis
for monitoring stress changes.

2.1.5

Exporting the technology developed

111

Iceland

The objectives of the present proposal are not only limited to Iceland. Through the multinatiolla!
partieipation in this project it is directly or indirectly linked to other projects aiming towards the
same direction. This is significant for the fast realization of the common objectives.
A significant objeetive of the present proposal is to export its technology to other seismie risk

areas. Collaboration has now been established to export the SIL system technology tn one such
area in Europe. This means rewriting the basic software, 50 it can be more easily used by other
groups, and then of course to exchange technology and knowhow for further development.

2.2

Project methodology

PRENLAB-2 is a direct continuation of PRENLAB, which started March I, 1996. The work
packages which will be described in the following contain new work items which, however, are in
many cases direct continuation of or based on work carried out under PRENLAB.
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2.2.1

Subproject 1: Monitoring crustal proeesses for reducing SelSl111C
risk

Coordinator: Ragnar Stefånsson (IMOR.DG)
Subprojeet 1 coordinates the projeet and serves all the Subprojccts of PRENLAB-2 by providing
data from a muitidisciplinary database. The data are historical seismie data a., ,vell as instrumental, slrainmeter data, and dala from other continuous monitoring, I'esults from evaiuations, as of
active faults in the crust and of inferred stresses. It operales the the SIL acquisition and evaluation- system consisting of 32 stations, borehole straiumcters at 6 siles, gravimcters and borehole
thermometers and severai olher earthquake related geophysica! data. It evaluates on a routine
basis lens of thousands of earLhquakes pel' year for cpicenter, [aull planes, moment magnitudes,
etc. It brings toget her new results from all the SlIbpwjects to become an intergrated part of
the SIL automatic evaillation procedllres and of the existing alert system. SlIbproject l initiates
and carries throllgh some research projects which are based on results from some or all of the
reseal'ch grollps in this multidisciplinary project. Subproject 1 cooperates dose ly with all the
other Subprojects, but speciai cooperative actions \Vill be specified in the task seetions below.
Task 1: Database development and service for other scientists. This task continues through the
project. New data have to be incorporateci because of geographica\ extension of the SIL
monitoring system, as well as because of the extension of data acquisition includecl in the
monitoring system. The SIL system will be developed for further acquisiton and evaluation
of slow data, especially of hydrologicai data in thel'mal areas in anel near the seismic zones.
Based on ongoing research new interpretations of the multipiicity of available data \Vill
continuously be incorporated in the database information. The other participants and
cooperators \Vill be served with information from the ever growing database.
Task 2: Enhancing the basis for alerts, warnings and hazard assessments. Bring together research
results from the project partners and from oiher scientists for identifying risk areas within
the seismic zones ancl to describe their properties. The questions to try lo answer are:
l

a) 'Vhere in the seismie zones will the next large earthquake occur? How large motions
are to be expected? What fault plane(s) and what type of source time funelion is to
be expeded? Work will be carried out to hy to answer the questions above for the
main earthquake risk zones. It will be basecl on mapping of surface and subsurface
earthquake faults on detailecl knowledge ofspatiai variations ofseismicity and stresses,
and on theoretical modelling.
l

b) Evaluation of the possibility lise information obtained on changes in the confining stress
or strain changes to tell about increasing probability of earthquake triggering.
c) To evaluate the possibility of short-term prediction. An overview will be made of seismic
activity preceding large earthquakes in lceland and the characteristics of the foreshocks
of different sites and events will be modelled with help of mliltidisciplinary information
from various parts of the projeel.
Task 3: Modelling of near-field ground motions in catastrophic earthqllakes in leeland. Models will be constructed to predict the detailed characteristics of earthquake motion in the
near-field of catastrophic earthquakes in Iceland, described in acceleration velocity anel
displacements.
l

Task 4: Mobile stations for shcar-wave splitting monitoring. In a speeiai cooperation effort between Subprojects 1,2 and 3 mobile SIL type network \Vill be borrowed from UUPP.DGEO
(Subproject 2) for monitoring during a. few mo nths above a swarm of eal'thquakes in the
South Ieeland seismie zone.
Task 5: Extending the alert system functions by real-time research. A scherne \Vill be set up
for utilizing in real-time the new information achieved during prolonged seismie activity to
prediet further evo\ution.

5
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Task 6: To prepare the SIL system and the alert system for use in other risk areas. This task
will be carried out in dose cooperation wiLh Subproject 2.
Requested extra personneI is 47 manmonths of scientists. It is expected that 90 manmonths
of the permanent staff of the Department of Geophysics \\'ill be devoted to the 6 tasks above.
This is abouL half of the scientific manpower. Travels to conferences, workshops and symposia
for presenting results refer alsa to the permanent staff most in\"olvecl in the tasks above as well
as for the new personnei working for the project.

,
2.2.2

Subproject 2: Applying new methods using microearthquakes for
monitoring crustal instability

Contractor: Reynir Bodvarsson (UUPP.DGEO)
The aim of this Subproject is to develop and apply new methods for anaiyzing microearthquakes
in a general physical/rock-mechanical context. These methods will also be implemented and
applied in the new seismie network in the Patras area in Greece. Data from the SIL network in
Ieeland, the Patras area in Greece, and data from a hydro-fraeturing projed in a geothermal field
in northern Iceland will be used for testing the algorithms.
Task 1: Investigation and monitoringofstabie/unstable faull movements. Utilizing the extensive
information carried by the large amount of microearlhquakes has the potenLial to tind a rockmechanical connection beiween microearthquakes during episodic adivity. In principal this
apens indirect possibilities to achieve knowledge about the aseismic fault slips. A special
application is the monitoring of total slip on major faults. Present slip weakening models
for fault slip predicts a lang time of slow acceleration of the stable faull slip prior to big
earthquakes. The use of the micraearthquakes to detect this mostly stable slip may together
with numerical models of fault behavior lead to possibilities to issue earthquake \varnings
when the fault slip is expected to become unstable.
Task 2: Statistical and adaptive analysis of space/time distributioll of microearthquakes. The
purpose of this Subproject is to systematical1y look for patterns in the almost continuous
information about the crustal deformation available when recording the small earLhquakes

(ML=O).
Task 3: Investigatioll of variatiolls of relative crustal veiDeities. In seismically adive regions with
dense networks of seismie stations the number and rate of microearthquakes will be high.
This will allow a routine monitoring of the relative wave velocitics of the P- and S-waves if
carefnl multi-event analysis is applied to numbers of groups of similar earthquakes (events
having highly simiiar waveforms). vVith a good slation coverage it is possible to discriminate
between effects from location difference and effeets due to wave velocity changes.

Task 4: Implementation of this new methods in a second EU country with high seismie risk.
Collaboration has been established between this graup and the Seismological Laboratory,
University of Patras , Greece. Prior to the projeet start a new seismie network will be
established in the Patras area using SIL technology.
The results from the above tasks will be implemented into this new l1etwork. The \Vork
from aur side will mainly include:

• Generalization of the automatic analysis software to be able to handle all type of focal
depths and larger size ranges.
• Breaking up the seismological software in sub-functions to increase the adaptivity of
the software to desirable changes.
• Simplify the interaetive interfaces for starting up and operate the automatic analysis
software.
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2.2.3

Subproject 3: Shear-wave splitting to monitor in situ stress changes
before earthquakes and eruptions

Contractor: Stuart Crampin (UEDIN.DGG)
This Subproject will interact with other Subprojects, particularly Subprojects 1, 2 and 4. The
project requires access to data from the SIL network in Iceland, with the hoperul addition of
severai additional stations in a c1osely-spaced mini-SIL network. Note that an essentiai part of
this project is responding to observecl changes sueh as the changes seen befare the Vatnajokull
eruption during the first PRENLAB project. Such rapid response \Vill continue if changes are
seeil, bul cannot be estimated beforehand.
1

Task 1: Continuous monitoring of shear-wave splitting. Continue monitoring shear-wave splitting for precursory changes befare larger earthquakes, eruptions, and othcr changes of stress.
The basic remil of this Subprojed is to respond to changes if observed and analyze data
for hazard estimation.
Task 2: Analysis of shear-wave splitting measurements. Investigate reasons \Vhy observed timedelays between split shear-wavcs in Iceland are approximately twice those usually observed
elsewhere.

Task 3: Establish shear-IVave splitting map of Ieelalld. A background map lViII allow changes in
polarizations and time delays to be recognizeci befare earthquakes, eruptions, and possibly
strainwaves.
Task 4: Calibrate techniques and behaviour if and when changes are identified (possibly by other
Subprojects). This task \Vill onl)' commenee if chauges are observecl when it \Vill have high
priori ty (see task 1).

2.2.4

Subproject 4: Borehole monitoring of fluid-rock interaction

Contractor: Frank Roth (GFZ.DR.DBL)
The main objective is to monitor and anal)'ze in a borehole in the South Iceland seismie zone
the fol!owing geoparameters: P-wave travel time, porosity, resistivity near the borehole, stress
information, crack ciensity and crack closing/opening and to study stress related changes with
time in the above geoparameters. The tasks of the project are in most cases a direct continuation
of the basic borehole monitoring carriec! out under PRENLAB.

Task 1: Logging in borehole Nefsholt in months 3 and 6.
Task 2: Cross correlation of lags of the same type of this campaign to those from earlier campaigns, to search for changes in the rock physical parameters and the physical state of the
rock around the borehole (months 4 and 7).

Task 3: Comparison of changes in logs of different type (months 4 and 7).
Task 4: Comparison of changes in lags with changes in seismicity, fault pl ane solutians, shearwave splitting, gravity, borehole strainmeter readings, crustaI defarmation, etc., to investigate if changes found in the borehole can be related to anomalies detected with other
methods and if they can be related to the prepartion of seismic activity (months 5 and

8-14).
Task 5: Forward modelling of effects of stress increase on rock around the borehole to tind out
if the stress changes can explain effects measured in well LL-03 (mo nths 14-24).
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2.2.5

Subproject 5:
SAR

Active deformation determined from GPS and

Contractor: Freysteinn Sigmundsson (NVI)
The objective is to measure ongoing crustal defarmation in the South lceland seismie zone and
relate it to c1istribution of faults and seismicity there using two advanced geodetic techniques,

Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) Interferometry and Global Positioning System (GPS) geodesy.
Su6part 5A: SAR interferometry study of the South Iceland seismic zone

,

Associated contractor: Kurt Feigl (CNRS.DTP)
A detailed study of deformation in the South Iceland seismic zone will be conducted using SAR
interferometry, using images acquired by the European ERS satellites in the 1992-1997 period.
"Ve \Vill form more than several interferograms of the seismie zonc showing the change in range
1

from ground to satellite, that is the component of the displacement vector which points tO\vard the
s~tellite. The interferograms \\lill completely cover the defarmation field, allowing us to evaluate
the amounl of aseismic slip on faults in the seismie zone. To make Lhis measurement, we will
carefully insped the inLerferograms near faulLs identified as active from mapping on the ground
or in the seismicity catalog. The interferograms will also be used to identify the areas of highest
elastie strain accumulation within the seismie zonc.
Task 1: Analyze radar images and forIn intel'ferograms (months 0-12).

Task 2: Interpret interferograms (months 6-24).

Subpart 5B: GPS measurements of absolute dispIaeements
'rVe will conduct semi-conlinuous GPS measurements at one sile in the South Icelancl seismie zone,
and analyze data from ihis slalion along with data from two oiher continuously recording GPS
siations in Iceland (west and east of the seismie zone). The data from the sile within the seismie
zone \Vill also be analyzed with respect to continuously recording GPS siations far within the
stable plate interiors in Greenlancl r Ameriea, Scandinavia J and continental Europe. Additionaiiy,
we will remeasure once (in a statie mode) a network of GPS stations spanning the seismic zone,

last measured in 1995. Joint analysis of all the continuous GPS data and the new static survey,
will provide constraints on absolute plate movements near the seismic zone, that will be used to
better understand the mechanism of faulting in the seismic zone.

Task 1: Operate semi-continuolis GPS station (months 0-24).
Task 2: Measure a network of GPS stations spanning the seismic zone and analyze data from

this network (months 6-12).
Task 3: Combined analyses of all GPS data (months 6-24).
Results for subparts 5A and 5B will be reported in at least two journal articies, manuscripts
will be ready at latest at the end of the contract period.

2.2.6

Subproject 6: Effects of stress fields and crustal fluids on the
development and sealillg of seismogenic faults

Contractor:

Fran~oise Bergerat

(CNRS.TT)

The aims of this Subproject are (1) to determine the palea- and present stress and strain fields
associated with the seismogenic faults in the test areas, the South Iceland seismic zone and the

8
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TjDenes fracture zoue, and (2) to make analytical, numerical and fleld studies on the formation,
development and sealing of the seismogenic faults in these areas. Particular attention will be given
to the concentratiol1 , transfer and release of tectonic stresses} and how rapidly the seismogenic
faults are sealecl , with application to the earthquake cyele in these test areas.

Task 1: Determine the paleostress flelds associated with the test areas from fault-slip dat,a.
Task 2: Reconstruct the CUl'rent stress fields associated with the test areas using:

• Inversjon of large sets of focal mechanisms of earthquakes.
• Seismotectonic analysis of individual faults.
• Geocletic analysis of present-day crustar displacements.
This part \Vill be in dose collaboratioll with participants in Subproject 1.

Task 3: Investigate the potential effects of fluid pressure on the probability of faulting, using fleld
data from seismogenic faults and relevant data offault-related geothermal flelds, particularly
in the South Iceland seismic zone.

Task 4: Make analytical and numerical (boundary-element and distinct-element) studies of the
nucleation and development of the seismogenic faults and fault populations, using the
boundary eonditions obtained in tasks 1 and 2, in the test areas. One basic aim of this
task is to understand the conditions leading to large-seale failure, and associated destructive earthquakes, in the test areas.

Task 5: Make a detailed analysis of the TjDenes fraeture zone test site and its vicinity. This
study includes field mapping of the seismogenic faults and geodetic studies of the associated

deformation fleld. The aim of this task is to determine if and where the faults in the test
area are loeked.

Task 6: Analyze the fraeture properties of Icelandic rock in the laboratory "nd to make theoretieal, observational and experimental studies on the sealing of seismogenic faults \vith
application to the test areas in Ieeland.

2.2.7

Subproject 7: Theoreticai anaiysis of fauiting and earthquake
proeesses

Contractor: Maurizio Bonafede (VBLG.DF)
Subpart 7A: Ridge-fauit interaction in Iceland employing crack models in heterogeneous media
The present Subproject aims at modelling the space-time evolution of the stress and strain fleIds
generated from tectonic activity of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge in Iceland, employing geophysical
(mainly seismie and geodetic) and structural data gathered within the project. The modelling
will foeus on studying the changes in crustal strain and stress due to rielge activity and earthquakes
in the South Icelancl seismic zone, in order to understand the the mechanisms of their interaction
and the role of rheological properties in their time evolution.

SeveraI studies have shown that the seismicity in !celand (and in particuiar in the South !celand
seismie zone) may be related to the activity of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge according to an interaction
mechanism between upwelling magma and seismogenic faults. In this interaction a major role
is probably playcd by the boundary conciition of magma overpressure which can provide short1

term changes in the deviatoric stress responsible for fault dynamics. A significant role is also to

be ascribed to the enhauced (transient) rheological properties of a shallow asthenospheric layer,
which concentrates stress transients inside the elastic !ithosphere, acting as a stress guide. Great
relevanee must be also ascribed to lateral heterogeneities which may ad efficiently to convert
spreading motions into large deviatoric stresses.

9
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According to the ahove schemel twa complementary scenarios can be envisaged: (1) magma
upwelling: along rift valleys constitutes the driving mechanism for stress build-up, ils amplification
in the brittle lithosphcre and its migration along the stress guide, (2) stress release in major
earthquakes in turn removes conslraints hindering the further magma upwelling within the crust.
Task 1: Magma upwelling as driving rncchanism for stress bu ild-up in the eJastic lithosphere.
The role of vertical heterogeneitics, (discontinuities of elastie parameters) craBsed by upwelling magma along rift valleysl \Vill be studied employing crack moclels in layered media.
\ Differently from dislocation models, in which the displacement. disconlinuity is assigned
~ over a fraeture surface, crack modeIs provide solutians for the displacemenl and stress fields
which take inlo account correcl boundary conditions at the transition between magma and
host rock. It seems plausible that severai ohservalions (heterogeneity of focal mechanisms,
rotation of stress axes, antitethic strike-slip mechanisms , geochemicai anomalies) will be
correctly interpreted within this seherne. In particular it might be possible to characterize
focal mechanisms diagnoslic of magma upwelling beyond structural discontinuiLies.
Task 2: Space-time evolution of the stress field following earthquakes and episodes of magma
upwelling.
In presence of rheological heterogeneities, stress diffusion and stress concentration phenomena are known to occur. Little has been done up to now to exploit the sudden stress changes
provided by earthquakes and vo!canic cruptions in order to infer the transienL rheological
properties of rocks. Seismie migration and the strain rate observecl at the ground surface
probably reftect these transient rheological properties. A quantitative description of these
processes can be ohtained employing transient constitutive relations, realistic geometrics
and structures, pertinent to the South Icelancl seismic zone. Computa.tions of post-seismic
deformations and stress fields in leeland will take advantage seismic migration and from
geodetic data obtainecl by GPS measurements performed in South Iceland. The use of
these data, in conjunction with information abouL the seismicity of this region is expected
to provicle new insights on the interaction between the spreading rielge, the elastic and rheological structures, voicanic and seismie activity.
l

Subpart 7B: ModeIIing the earthquake related space-time behaviour of the stress
field in the fault system of southern Iceland
Associated contractor: Frank Roth (GFZ.DR.DBL)
Task 1: Extrapolation of the stress fleld calcnlated within PRENLAB for the next years.
Task 2: Pin-pointing of stress concentrations in space and time.
Task 3: Search for a characteristic preseismie stress leve!.

2.3

Milestones

The tasks described in 2.2 will be condueted within the timetab!e shown in Figure 1. The end
dates represent project milestones. At these end dates contractors present task reports to the
coordinator to be distributecl among the participants. Participants will present progress reports
on individual ongoing tasks in each common progress report.
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Months ---

l

2

3

4

5

6

7 8

9 10 Il 12 13 14 15 16 l7 18 19 20 21 22 23 24

Task l
Task2

SP l Task3
(2.2.1) Task4

I

Task5
Task6
I

Tast l

SP2 TaskZ
(2.2.2) Task3
Task4
Task l

Sl' 3 Taskl
(2.2.3) Task3
Task4

l-

Ef" SP4 Task2
(2.2.4) T..k 3

~
~

l-

II-

1'351;:4

1'ask5

SP5A Taskl
(2.2.5) Task2
Taskl

SP5B
Task2
(2.2.5)
Task3

1'ask I
1'a5k2

SP6 Task3
(2.2.6) Task4
Task5
Task6

SP7A Task l
(2.2.7) 1'asl;:2

SP7B
(2.2.7)

I

Task l
1'a5k2

Task3

-...
W

3

R z • R3

R~. R~ ,R 4

.w,

Figure l: Anticipated dales for research and tosk milestones. W"lf vV21 vV3 and W 4 are workshops,
RI and RI are first year pragress report/edited report, R, and R!, are second year pragress re·
port/edited repod, R 3 and R~ are final report/edited report and R, is technology implementation
plan.
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ROLE OF PARTICIPANTS
IPartner l: IIcelandic MeteorologicaI Office, Department of Geophysics
(IMOR.DG)
I

Coordinator: Ragnar Stefånsson

Coordinates PRENLAB-2. IMOR.DG will ensure that the agreed workprogramme and dead- .
lines are followed. It will alsa coordinate and prepare reports to be submitted to the commission
according to the contract requirements. Reports on individual tasks will be distributed among
the partners and made accessible to the EC upon request. IMOR.DG will be task leader for the
tasks described in 2.2.1, Subproject 1. It will contribute to the other Subprojects items by
niaking geophysical data accessible. In many cases it \Vill contribute to other projects by testing and inserting new algorithms and methods described illlo the on-line evaluations of the SIL
system as indicated in Chapter 3. IMOR.DG \Vill opcrate and extend during the project period
a geophysical monitoring system and make relevant data from this accessible to other participants.

IPartner 2: IUniversity of Uppsala, Department of Geophysics
(UUPP.DGEO)
Contractor: Reynir B6dvarsson

UUPP.DGEO is task leader for the work under 2.2.2, Subproject 2. There will be a very especial1y dose cooperation with Subproject 1, in exchange of data and methods and in testing and
applying the new methodology developed at Uppsala, and with Snbproject l and 3 in operating
mobile dense network above a duster of seismie activity. It will implement the technical and
scientific knowhow gained by the PRENLAB into a new seismic network in Patras, Greece. The
main collaborator there will be subcontractor Akis Tselentis.

IPartner 3: IUniversity of Edinburgh, Department of Geology and Geophysics (UEDIN.DGG)
Contractor: Stuart Crampin

UEDIN.DGG is task leader for the work described under 2.2.3, Subproject 3. There will be a
very close cooperation in exchange of data and methods with Subproject l, and also with Snbproject 2 in operating a dense mobile network over a cluster of activity.

IPartner 4: IGeoForschungsZentrunl Potsdam, Geomechanics and Management of Drilling Projects (GFZ.DR.DBL)
Contractor: Frank Roth
GFZ.DR.DBL is task leader of work described under 2.2.4, Subproject 4 and associated to the
work described under 2.2.7, Subprojeet 7, leading subpart 'lB. Subproject 4 is carried out
by GFZ.DR.DBL in cooperation with the Icelanelic Energy Authority, subcontractor Valgardur
Stefånsson, anel provides measuring tools and equipment. It cooperates with Subproject 1 in
obtaining geophysical data.
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IPartner 5: INordie Volcanological Institute (NVI)
Contractor: Freysteinn Sigmundsson
NVI leads Subproject 5 describecl uncler 2.2.5 ancl subpa7't 5E is carried out there. The work
described in subpa7't 5A is centralized at CNRS.DTP in special cooperation with NV!.

l

!partner 6: Cent re National de la Recherche Scientifique - Delefation
RegIOnale l e de Franee Secteur Paris B, Department de Geotectonique,
Unjversite Pierre et Marie Curie (CNRS.TT)
Contractor:

Fran~oise

Bergerat

CNRS.TT leads the work described under 2.2.6, Subproject 6. This Subproject of PRENLAB-2
is a continuation of Subproject 6 of PRENLAB which was lead by Ågust Gudmundsson at NV!.
He is now on leave from NVI, but will be a subcontractor of Subproject 6. During considerable
part of the periocl 1998-1999, subcontractor Ågust Guclmunclsson plans to stay as a visiting professor at the Universite Pierre et Marie Curie in Paris to work c10sely with

Fran~oise

Bergerat

and Jacques Angelier on this Subproject. Fran<;oise Bergerat, Jacques Angelier and ÅgiJst Gudmundsson will mainly be responsible for the tasks 1-4, subcontractor Thierry Villemin for task 5
and subcontractor Philip Meredith for task 6.

IPartner 7: IUniversity of Bologna, Department of Physics (UBLG,DF)
Contractor: Maurizio Bonafede

UBLG.DF leads Subprojeet 7 c1escribecl uncler 2.2.7 and subpm't 'lA is caniecl out there. It
is in dose cooperation anel relies on observations and results from all the other Subprojeets in
modelling faulting and earthquake proeesses.

IPartner

8: I Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique, Delegation
Regionale Midi Pyrennes Toulouse (CNRS.DTP)
Associate contractor: Kurt Feigl

CNRS.DTP is associatecl with Subproject 5 describecl uncler 2.2.5 and it leads subpa,'t 5A of
it.
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Tasks:
Task l

Participants:
CO:

Task 2

Deparlmenl of Geophysies, Icelandie MeteorologieaI Office, Reykjavik, lceland
Ragnar Stcfånsson

SP l Task 3
(2.2,1) Task 4
Task 5

Task6

[,§J""
§J'""

CR:

Department of Gcophysies, Uppsala University, Sweden
Reynir B5dvarsson

CR:

Department of Geology and Gcophysies, University of Edinburgh, U.K.
Stuart Crarnpin

CR:

GeoForschungsZenu-um, Potsdam, Germany
Frank Roth

SPSA Task I
(2.2.5) Task 2

AC:

CNRS, Toulouse, Franee
Kurt Feigl

Task l
SPSB
Task 2
(2.2.5)

CR:

Nordie VolcanologicaI Institute, Reykjavik, Iccland
Freysteinn Sigmundsson

Taskl
Task 2

CR:

Universite Pierre et Marie Curie, CNRS Delegation B, Paris, Franee
FranGoise Bergerat

SP 2 Task 2
(2,2,2) Task 3
Task 4

.

SP 3 Task 2
(2,2.3) Task 3
Task 4
Task l

Task2

SP4
Task 3
(2.2,4)
Task 4
Task 5

Task 3

SP6 Task 3
(2.2.6) Task 4
Task 5

Task6
SP7A Task I
(2,2.7) Task 2

CR:

Task l

AC:

SP7B
(2.2.7) Task 2
Task3

Deparlment of Physics, University of Bologna, Italy

Maurizio Bonafede
GeoForschungsZentrurn. Potsdam, Germany
Frank Roth

Figure 2: Parlicipants responsible for tasks listed in Chapter li.
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Chapter 4

DELIVERABLES AND WORK
PLANNINGjSCHEDULE
4.1

Contractorjproject reviewing workshops

Contractor/project l'eviewing meetillgs are plannecl apPl'oximalely in months 5, 12, l i, and 24
(Figure l). These meetings will be in the forms of workshops open to the contractors, associated
contractors, scientists \Vorking on the projed and oiher invited guests and expcrls nominated
from EC. The purpose of the meetings is to plan future \Vork and publications and to rcview
the \Vork al ready done. Generally spealdng the purpose is to foeus this multidisciplinary projeet
towards the com mon goaIs.
The workshops are plan ned lo coincicie with European geoscience assemblies, i.e. ESC, EUG
and EGS meetings, where papers resulting from the project will be presented. Besides these
general meetings the re \Vill be minor meetings of participants cooperating on specific tasks.
The internet will play a significant role in the reportingjcommunication among the parlicipants, through the coordinator's homepage on the \,Varld vVide \\feb.
1

4.2

Reports to the European Commission

Twa 12-monthly progress reports together with edited summary reports will be submitted and
published not later than 13 and 25 months respectively after the start of the project. A final report
covering all the 24 months of the project period will be submitted not later than 26 mo nths after
the start of the project. A technology implementation plan will be prepared and submitted not
later than 2 months after the enc! of the project (Figure 1).
Information about available computer software and about how to access data from databases
will be distributed to a wider audienee by inc1uding iL in peer-reviewed pa pers when it is adequate.
Such information will to same e,tent be circulatec! through the World Wide Web as well as
information about the progress reports and how to access them. A common colour leaflet \Vill be
published to give a 5hort overview of the project objectives and milestones.

4.3

Publications in peer-reviewed journals

All the participants \Vill submit papers in peer-reviewed earth science journals based on obtained
results. All the work topies and most of the work tasks of the plannec! work content will result in
papers to be submitted for publieation soon after finishing the tasks. It will be emphasizec! that
papers be prepared joint!y by members of different researeh groups involvec!.

4.4

Completion of work packages

The \Vork tasks and the interconnection between these are described in Chapters 2 and 3 and
Figure l. Completion of tasks will result in reports worked out by those who cooperate on the
various tasks, and in most cases in submitting papers to peer-reviewed journals. A final report
will be issuec! eontaining the results of all the Subprojects. This report will foeus on answering
the questions posed on where, how and when large earthquakes will occur in Icelanc!. It will focus
on methods that can be used in !celand and elsewhere for reducing seismie risk.
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Chapter 5

COMPLEMENTARY PROJECTS
This project is a dired continuation of the project Earthquake-Predietion Research in a Natural
LabOmtory (PRENLAB), EC project, contract no. ENV4-CT96-0252. That project started
March l, 1996 and \Vill finish its term on February 28, 1998.
This project Earthquake-Prediction Research in a Natuml Labomtory - Two (PRENLAB-2),
is a new project with a new \Vork cantent.
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Chapter 6

SCIENTIFIC PARTNERS
IPartner 11

Grensåsvegur 50

15-108 Reykjavik
leeland

!celanclie Meteorologieal Office
Department of Geophysies
Bustadavegur 9
15-150 Reykjavik
leeland

Tel.: +354-5254494
fax:+354-5629767

Dr. Ragnar Stefånsson

E-mail: fs@norvoLhi.is

Tel.:+354-5600600
Fax:+354-5528121

IPartner 61

Dr. Freysteinn Sigmunclsson

Centre National de la Reeherehe Seientifique
Delegation Regionale Ile de Franee Seeteur

E;-mail: ragnar@vedur.is

IPartner 21

Paris

Uppsala University
Depal'tment of Geophysies
Villaviigen 16
5-752 36 Uppsala

B (C.N.R.S. - DR2)
Departement de Geotectonique
Universite Pierre et Marie Curie
4! place Jussieu

Sweden
Mr. Reynir B6clvarsson

Dr. Francaise Bergerat

75252 - Paris CEDEX 05

Tel.: +46-18-182378
fax: +46-18-501110

Tel.: +33-1-4427-3443
fax: +33-1-4427-5085
E-mail: bergerat@lgsjussieu.r

E-mail: rb@geophys.uu.se

IPartner

31

I Partner

University of Edinburgh

71

Universita di Bologna
Dipartimento di Fisiea

Department of Geology and Geophysics

E-mail: scrampin@eci.ac.uk

Viale Berti-Piehat 6/2
1-40127 Bologna
Italy
Professor Maurizio Bonarede
Tel. :+39-51-6305001
Fax:+39-51-6305058
E-mail: bonafede@ibogfs.df.unibo.it

IPartner 41

I Partner 81

GeoForschungsZentrum Potsdam

Centre National de la Reeherehe Seientifique
Delegation Regionale Midi Pyrennes
UPR 234
14, Avenue Edouard Belin
F-31400 Toulouse

Kings Buildings, West Mains Road
Edinburgh, EI-I9 3JW
United Kingdom

Professor Stuart Crampin
Tel.: +44-131-6504908
fax: +044-131-6683184

Telegrafenberg A34
D-14473 Potsdam
Germany

Dr. frank Roth
Tel.: +49-331-2881530
fax: +49-331-2881534
E-mail: roth@gfz-potsdam.de

IPartner

Franee
Dr. 1< urt Feigl

Tel.: +33-613-32940
Fax: 33-612-53205
E-mail: feigl@medoe.enes.fr

51

Nordie Volcanologieal lustitute
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Annex

Earthquake-Predietian Research

111

a Natural Labaratary - Twa

Objectives:
To provide knowledge aboul earthquakcs and related earth proeesses which can be a basis for
red ucing seismie risk.
To respond to the inneasing requests from society, city planners, engineers and rescue teams for
improved knowleclge aboul where a destructive earthquake is likety to take place, how intensive
it \Vill be, and when it is likely to occur.
To create a bet ter understanding of the physical proeesses leading to earthquakes by a multidisdplinary geoscience approach.

Brief description of the research pl'oject:
The test area for the project is the the Mid-Atlantic plate boundary in Iceiand, where earthquakes
IIp to magnitucie 7 occur in twa transform zones. Variable strain rate in the transform zones is
contolled by an interplay between mantle plume aetivity and the general plate divergency. The
project takes advantage of the state-of-the-art technology and earthquake monitoring systems
avaiJable in Iceland.
Seismologieal research is basecl on data from historical eatastrophic earthquakes, instrumental
earthquake data of this century and on modem microearthquake data. The microearthquake
seismology includes source studies, resulting in mapping of active subsurface faults) monitoring
of stable and unstable [ault movements and rock stress tensor inversion. It coulains studies of
ray path efreets such as veiocity and shear-wave splitting and the stress dependency of these
parameters. It contains search for patterns in time and space sueh as foreshocks, nucleation ancl
migration of activity.

Exposed faults and fissures are studied in the field to reveal paleostresses, the nucleation of fau1ts,
and the effects of fluid pressure on the development of seismogenic faults.
GPS I SAR and volumetrie strainmeter measurements are carried out and evaluated for monitoring ongoing deformation and strain changes in and near the seismie zoncs.
Borehole measurements are carried out to provide geoparameters which are of significanee for
earthquake modelling. Possible time variations of these are stuelied.
Theoretieal analysis of faulting and earthquake processes} constrained by the multiciisciplinary
observations. This inclucles modelling of earthquake related changes of stress field and effeets of
magma upwelling for the stress build-up.

The results of the project will be of significance for enhanced hazard assessments and the alert
system in Iceland. The results and technology deveioped \Vill also be prepared for exporting to
other earthquake prone areas. As a part of this a special collaboration has been established with
the University of Patras in Greece.
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